Greetings to all of our Satanic Family.

I hope everyone has a fantastic, or at least very good Yule Season. This is a time to commemorate our existence in Satanism. One does not need to look too far to see Satan's gifts and the gifts from the Gods given to us. Indeed, even if someone dedicated just yesterday night, or a decade ago, one just needs to do something important: Recall.

The human mind, that object which we are training and evolving to make something better and more dignified is really a lousy object if left unattended or is not taken proper care of. One needs to stand on the mind and make sure that the mind is in the proper condition. One of the ways to do this is mental contemplation, and another one, is meditation.

In this season in the world, many people will be walking around impoverished, others materially, but almost everyone spiritually. Others will simply try to fill this gap by sensuous pleasure or simply just being drunk, as it's usual of this season. How many people in the world, will though, in this season, experience what you experience, a spirit who is getting filled and nourished?

Not many at all. Indeed, we are such a small, but such a powerful minority on the face of this planet. Satan has filled a gap into the soul of his followers that indeed, nothing else can replace. Nobody can understand this by simple verbal communication, but we know what we mean.

This is something that can push someone into the uphill way to advance themselves. Even if what is human in us can 'fail', we are trying to restore our "Humanity" in its fullest: Because we understand Satan's words that Humanity is a work in the process and that this goal has not been yet achieved.

For those who have persisted on Satan's side, they cannot be moved. Not because there are restricting ties or circumstances, but because one would never want to be moved, on their own. It would be pointless and deadly to desert what one has been seeking their whole life. Especially, it would be a product of detestable weakness to throw away what has given meaning and Truth in one's life.
The very specific thing that has drawn me to serve our people here, and on the other end, lead them, was because we share an unbreakable soul. Truly, there is something so moving in the Satanic Spirit that I doubt anyone can understand this unless they possess such spirit. Certainly, the mind can forget. Everything even the enemy does is to cloud the mind, as the spirit cannot really 'forget'.

Few people have forgotten, because they don't keep their memory strong and as such they have fallen. But there is the memory of the Soul and the heart which does not forget, and cannot forget. And, truly, I think that in the heart of all Gentiles, there is actually something that could be of Satan in there. Sometimes it can be seen like a little flash of glorious acts, then, this spirit is again suppressed into closely nothingness. Many people have abolished this source of wisdom, while sedating their mind endlessly - see how people will 'celebrate' this Yule as "Christianity", for example. Others will be plain hopeless and lost, celebrating nothing.

But you will not be in their position.

Why? Is this because you have paid financially for something extraordinary, that you were 'famous', that you were 'someone', or because you have been 'chosen' amongst the rest? As a Father who is wise and chooses his children based on their inner spirit, so is Satan and as such are his choices. This goes both ways, for the person is also choosing this choice for themselves. As when we give a gift and we accept a gift back from someone, you have done the same: You have given the right to devote yourself - to return to where your soul belongs, and on the other hand, your soul and your right has returned back to you, a gift given by Satan, through his teachings. Satan requires nothing but one to uphold their Dedication.

Dedication means, actively following. Not because Satan needs followers, but because the human learns by consistent dedication to something. You are Dedicated - to him whose name means Eternal Truth. In this the inner soul finds comfort, and when one crosses the layers of a beaten mind, can finally reach their own inner 'God'. So this is how this season differs, and this is how you differ. You will walk amongst the millions of soulless people, in an era where having a soul and going after Truth is a crime...To many, our choice to adhere to what is spiritually superior rather than bend on the inferior and the source of evil and crap in this world, is a 'criminal' act...So for this reason your lips will be silent but your Soul will be filled of that which is now 'forbidden', Satan's spirit...As such, you will be rising higher in an era of complete decay. Because you have chosen the path of your Soul, your Soul will help you impose your own rules - and be your own person, now and forever.
A sight to behold every next year is to see how Satanists have advanced more, how closer we are to our goals, personal and as a whole.

As for our fight, the fight which we are in to seem long, to our minds. Our minds must learn to be patient and follow up with the ways of the Soul. The Spirit being eternal knows of victory, but the mind, personality, and 'we' must also follow loyally behind our spirit, and 'become who we already are'.

This is why this time of the year is a time to think, celebrate, and commemorate: What Satan has done for you? What have his Demons done for you? How many times did you stand 'lucky', even in your misfortune? How many times have you failed but still were given power to go the extra mile? How many times have you failed and came back stronger? But above all, the question that which is the most important: How much more have you advanced?

In a closing note, I love Satan, I love the Gods and I love his Children above all. May everyone be blessed on this blessed season, and may we all forever advance. If I have a wish for all of you it is to just take some time to contemplate and see how Satan truly loves you and to invite his care, protection and gifts, more in your life.

For those who have had a strong bond with Satan, we feel compelled to say Thank You, and for those who have went a bit aloof, it's never late to consciously return to advancing one's spirit, as Satan understands these errors - after all you are simply wronging yourself and not anyone else. This is unwise!

So,

Thanks to Satan.

Thanks to the Gods.

Thanks to all of you.

*May Satan's name live forever… We will make sure of it.*

HAIL SATAN!!!